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ABSTRACT
Most recommender systems propose items to individual users. How-
ever, in domains such as tourism, people often consume items in
groups rather than individually. Different individual preferences
in such a group can be difficult to resolve, and often compromises
need to be made. Social choice strategies can be used to aggre-
gate the preferences of individuals. We evaluated two explainable
modified preference aggregation strategies in a between-subject
study (n=200), and compared them with two baseline strategies
for groups that are also explainable, in two scenarios: high diver-
gence (group members with different travel preferences) and low
divergence (group members with similar travel preferences). Gen-
erally, all investigated aggregation strategies performed well in
terms of perceived individual and group satisfaction and perceived
fairness. The results also indicate that participants were sensitive to
a dictator-based strategy, which affected both their individual and
group satisfaction negatively (compared to the other strategies).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Recommender systems; •Human-
centered computing → User studies; Empirical studies in
HCI.
KEYWORDS
Group recommendation; Explainable aggregation strategies; Human-
centered computing user studies
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems can help users to cope with an abundance
of items to try or buy by offering those items the user is likely to
find interesting [4]. However, in domains such as tourism people
often consume items in groups rather than individually, creating a
need for strategies for Group recommender systems.

Previous work suggests strategies for combining users’ individ-
ual preference models into an aggregated group prediction [19].
However, there is no optimal way to do this; every feasible ag-
gregation method has some disadvantages [2]. Besides, different
aggregation strategies may be effective for different situations and
different kinds of groups. For example, items with higher average
ratings are not good recommendations when the people in the
group have very different preferences.

To mitigate the disadvantages of aggregation strategies and avail
their advantages, two new explainable aggregation strategies have
been proposed by combining existing aggregation strategies [22].
However, to the best of our knowledge, these two aggregation
strategies have not yet been evaluated in real group tourism rec-
ommendation scenarios. Therefore, in this work, we evaluate these
modified aggregation strategies in terms of their ability to recom-
mend sets of points of interest (POIs) for groups of tourists. We
focus specifically on situations where group members have dif-
ferent travel preferences (high divergence) versus similar travel
preferences (low divergence). We assess the impact of the modified
aggregation strategies proposed in [22] by comparing them to the
Average and Dictatorship strategies as our baseline strategies in
an online study. Specifically, we investigate the following research
question:

Which strategy performs the best in which scenario (level of diver-
gence) in terms of user perceived individual and group satisfaction,
perceived fairness, and user acceptance?

In summary, in this paper we make the following contributions:
• We investigate which of four explainable aggregation strate-
gies help increase user-perceived satisfaction, fairness, and
acceptance.

• We investigate whether the level of divergence in group
members’ travel preferences influences user-perceived satis-
faction, fairness, and acceptance.

The next section outlines related work in preference aggrega-
tion strategies for recommending items to groups and different
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approaches to calculate the level of preference divergence in a
group. In Section 3, we elaborate on the four aggregation strate-
gies that will be further evaluated in a user study. In Section 4,
we describe the user study performed to evaluate the proposed
aggregation strategies in terms of individual and group satisfaction,
fairness, and acceptance. Then, we describe the results and discuss
the limitations of our study in Section 5. We conclude with plans
for future work in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section we introduce related work on so-called aggregation
strategies which allow us to combine individual preferences for
multiple items and users. Since group members can have different
preferences, the resulting recommendations may result in compro-
mises. Therefore, we have chosen to focus on aggregation strategies
that can be explainable and intelligible to individual group mem-
bers.

In this section we also describe ways of defining differences in
user preferences for group recommendation.

2.1 Aggregation strategies
There are a number of alternative approaches to aggregating prefer-
ences in group recommender systems, for instance [13, 14]. Group
recommendations typically can be generated either by aggregating
predictions or aggregating models [10]. In this paper we focus on
the former, which determines items/ratings for individual group
members, and thereafter aggregates these items/ratings to a group
recommendation.

Table 1 provides an overview of the different strategies consid-
ered in this paper and inspired by Social Choice Theory (decid-
ing what is best for a group given the opinions of individuals).
Further strategies can be found in Chevaleyre et al. [6], Masthoff
[18, 19], Senot et al. [25]. As stated by Arrow’s theorem [2], there
is no aggregation strategy that outperforms all the other strategies
in all situations, suggesting the need to evaluate when different
strategies are most useful.

The most frequently used aggregation strategy in the literature
to provide recommended items for group members is the Average
strategy ([1], [3], [12], [21], and [24]). Although this appears rea-
sonable, this method does not always guarantee high quality recom-
mendations for groups because it is unable to reflect the propensities
of all users in a group [26]. For example, if a group has highly diver-
gent preferences, then using the average increases the number of
recommended items that members do not prefer (as long as enough
other members do).

Previous work evaluating aggregation strategies with users has
inquired which aggregation strategies were employed by real peo-
ple [17], and found that people use strategies such as the Average
Strategy. The subjects were presented with an example of ratings
by 3 synthetic users for 10 specific items (rated by all users). From
these ratings they were asked to generate a sequence of items as a
group.

Herzog and Wörndl [15] conducted an online study where all
group members shared a public display. The group had to agree
verbally on group preferences and enter them into the system to
receive a recommendation. Their results show that the preferences

entered on the public display resembled mostly to the Average
strategy (52.5% of groups). The second most applied strategy was
the Dictatorship strategy (39.4% of groups). Therefore, we picked
these two strategies as our baseline strategies.

Previous work has also suggested new aggregation strategies
[22] that aim to improve upon existing ones. However, to the best of
our knowledge, these aggregation strategies have not yet been eval-
uated. Therefore, in this study we evaluate two modified strategies,
namely Least+ and Fair+, as proposed in [22] and compare them
to our two baseline strategies. In addition, we study the influence of
group members’ travel preferences divergence on the performance
of each strategy.

2.2 Level of preference divergence in a group
Different approaches to calculate the similarity or distance between
group members’ preferences exist. We refer to the similarity dis-
tance in this paper as the level of divergence between group mem-
bers’ preferences.

For example, Herzog and Wörndl [15] applied the Pearson cor-
relation coefficient (PCC), which referred to as Pearson’s r, to de-
termine the similarity of two group members’ travel preferences.
Delic et al. [8] used the Full Choice-set Distance measure (FullDist).
It considers members’ preferences for the full set of options (Choic-
eSet), to compute the distance between two group members 𝑢 and
𝑣 . It gives an undirected preferences relationship between pairs of
group members:

𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑢, 𝑣) =
∑

𝑖∈𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑡
|𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑢 (𝑖) − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑣 (𝑖) | (1)

Seo et al. [26] measured the mean square deviation (MSD) to
calculate the deviation of preference ratings for items in groups.
The value of MSD, shows the distribution of ratings for each item.

In this paper the level of divergence refers to how much people
in the group have different or similar travel preferences. For this
purpose we use Pearson’s r which measures the linear correlation
between two variables and is often used in RSs to identify similar
users [16].

3 AGGREGATION STRATEGIES
In this section we describe the four aggregation strategies that
we compare and evaluate in our user study: Least+ and Fair+,
proposed in [22], Average and Dictatorship, proposed in [17].

We describe each of these aggregation strategies with examples
(from [17]) with individual ratings for 10 items (A to J) for a group
of three (John, Adam, and Mary). The highest possible rating is 10.
The Sum row calculates the final scores for each item. Group List
represents the sorted final recommended list.

Least+ (Least Misery +Most Pleasure +Without Misery) [22]. The
Least+ strategy prioritizes, and presents first, items that maximize
the rating of the happiest person and at the same time minimize
the unhappiness of the saddest person within the group [22]. The
Most Pleasure strategy considers the highest rating in the group as
a group preference rating for the item. The Least Misery strategy
means that the preferences of a group to items are decided by the
lowest rating in the group (the least happy member). The Least
Misery strategy is one of the prevalent ones and it has been widely



Table 1: Applied aggregation strategies in this paper. Fair+ and Least+ have not previously been evaluated in user studies.

Aggregation strategy Description Disadvantage

Average Average of individual ratings It does not consider extreme cases, and it is not optimal
method when the individual preferences highly diverge
because e.g. extreme low ratings can be balanced out by
extreme high ratings.

Fairness Item ranking as if individuals (u ∈ G)
choose them one after the other

It does not consider low ratings if it is top item of an
individual.

Least Misery Minimum of individual ratings A minority opinion can dictate the group, it only consid-
ers minimum ratings in group.

Most Pleasure Maximum of individual ratings It does not consider low ratings, also so many ties could
occur when the scope of rating is fixed, so many items
could have the same score.

Dictatorship Rating of most respected individual A minority opinion can dictate the group, it only con-
siders the opinion of the most respected person in the
group.

Without misery Avoiding low ratings A minority opinion can dictate the group, applies a veto
to an item rated below a threshold by any user.

Fair+ Fairness → Average (Combination of
strategies)

May include an average rated item if it is top item of one
individual.

Least+ Least Misery + Most Pleasure + Without
Misery (Combination of strategies)

A minority (negative) opinion can dictate the group.

applied in traditional group recommender approaches [12]. The
Without Misery strategy excludes items that anyone in the group
rated below a certain threshold. When using the original Least
Misery andWithout Misery strategies on their own, items may be
selected such that nobody dislikes, but also, nobody really likes. An
example of the Least+ strategy can be seen in Table 2. The LM row
shows the items’ scores after applying the Least Misery strategy.
This strategy makes a new list of ratings with the minimum of
the individual ratings for each item. The next row, MP, shows the
items’ scores after applying theMost Pleasure strategy. This strategy
makes a new list of ratings with the maximum of the individual
ratings for each item. Finally, the Sum row shows the sum of LM
and MP rows. The dashes in each row indicate that the item will
not be considered for recommendations.

Fair+ (Fairness -> Average) [22]. The Fair+ strategy takes turns
between users to select their most preferred item, which corre-
sponds to the item with the highest ranking in the rated items list
for users. This strategy considers the satisfaction of all the users but
could include the most hated item if it is a top item of one member.
This strategy in group settings can be characterized as a strategy
without favoritism or discrimination towards specific group mem-
bers [11], compared to Least+, where one member could dictate her
preferences. In the Fair+ strategy, one person chooses first, then
another, until everyone has made one choice. The next rounds begin
with the one who had to choose last in the previous round. When
the rating is the same for multiple items, the item with the higher
average rating will be selected. An example can be seen in Table 3.
In our example, if we start with John first, his favorite items are A,
E, or I. We recommend E because it has the highest average. Next,
it is Adam’s turn. Adam would like B, D, F, or H. We recommend
F because it has the highest average. Mary would choose A (her

Table 2: Applying the Least+ (Least Misery (LM) + Most Plea-
sure (MP) + Without Misery (WM)) strategy on an example
from [20]. LM and MP rows show the items’ scores after ap-
plying the LMand theMP strategies respectively. The dashes
in each row shows that item will not be considered for rec-
ommendations because of the WM strategy.

A B C D E F G H I J
John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
LM - 4 - 6 7 8 5 6 - 6
MP - 9 - 9 10 9 6 9 - 8
Sum - 13 - 15 17 17 11 15 - 14
Group List: (E, F), (H, D), J, B, G (threshold 3 out of 10)

highest rating). Next, we start with Mary, she would like E, which
has already been recommended, and then F, which also has already
been recommended. Following the Masthoff [17] approach, we then
skip Mary’s preferences in this round and recommend based on
Adam’s highest rating. He likes B, D, or H. We recommend H, as
that has the highest average. Following this strategy, we could end
up with a group list like: E, F, A, H, I, D, B, J, C, G.

Average [17]. This strategy averages individual ratings and se-
lects items with high average ratings. It does not consider extreme
cases, and it is not an optimal method when the individual prefer-
ences highly diverge because, for example, extreme low ratings can
be balanced out by extreme high ratings. An example can be seen
in Table 4.



Table 3: Applying the Fair+ (Fairness -> Average) strategy on
an example from [20]. For the sake of readability the sum is
not divided by number of group members.

A B C D E F G H I J
John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Sum 21 18 13 22 26 26 17 23 20 22

Group List: E, F, A, H, I, D, B, J, C, G

Table 4: Applying the Average strategy on an example from
[20]. For the sake of readability the sum is not divide by the
number of group members.

A B C D E F G H I J
John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Sum 21 18 13 22 26 26 17 23 20 22

Group List: (E, F), H, (J, D), A, I, B, G, C

Dictatorship [17]. In the Dictatorship strategy (also called
‘Most Respected Person strategy’), only the ratings of one member
in the group will be considered for generating the recommenda-
tions to the group. In this strategy, the group may be dominated
by one person. For example, if you respect highly a person in the
group, like your boss, you may all follow his/her taste. An example
can be seen in Table 5. In our case we always selected one of the
other group members’ preferences rather than the active user.

Table 5: Applying the Dictatorship (Most Respected Person)
strategy on an example from [20]. In this example, the rat-
ings of Adam are considered as a dictator.

A B C D E F G H I J
John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Group List: (B, D, F, H), (C, J), E, G, I, A

Summary of strategies and their trade-offs. The Average and the
Dictatorship strategies serve as baselines as they have been the
most applied strategies by groups (Herzog and Wörndl [15]). Be-
sides, we will evaluate Least+ and Fair+ strategies. We believe
that it is interesting to compare these two strategies (Least+ and
Fair+) as they have complementary strengths and weaknesses. In
one (Least+), having high average satisfaction by excluding the
least preferred item(s) of one or more people. In the other (Fair+),
having a fair system that might recommend to you your most hated
item if it is a top item of another group member (as long as you get
to visit the places you really love as well).

4 USER STUDY
Wewanted to understand which of the previously introduced strate-
gies performs better in terms of perceived satisfaction, fairness, and
acceptance in high divergence scenarios and low divergence sce-
narios. For this purpose, we recruited crowd-workers from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk)1 to conduct a user study.

4.1 Preliminaries
4.1.1 Data Set. Our first task was to compose a set of recommenda-
tions for the user study. We use preferences for different categories
from a previous travel-related user study [15]. In that study, every
user individually rated 42 categories (e.g., Art Museum and French
Restaurant), on a scale from 0 (not interested in this category) to 5
(strongly interested in this category). There were 40 groups with
3 members registered for the study. The groups were real, i.e. par-
ticipants applied as groups and were not randomly assigned. The
participants were asked to imagine the scenario “single-day trip in
Munich”.

4.1.2 Selecting items to rate. To obtain the crowd workers’ pref-
erences we wanted to provide them with an initial 42 POIs to rate.
We retrieved the most popular POI (in terms of like count) for each
selected category (for all 42 categories from the data set) from the
social location service Foursquare2 as a representative of that cat-
egory. By using a real data set we increased the likelihood of a
realistic rating distribution.

4.1.3 Group composition. In our experiment, we want to force
high divergence and low divergence in the group. To do this, based
on crowd workers’ ratings for the 42 initial POIs, we form a group
for the crowd worker by picking two synthetic group members
from the real tourist data set that we described in the Section 4.1.1.
For half of the crowd workers, we select two users with the high-
est similarity compared to the crowd worker and for the other
half two users with the lowest similarity (dissimilar). We did not
consider how similar or dissimilar the other two synthetic group
members are to each other, as we were not interested in the aver-
age group divergence, but we were only interested in the level of
divergence towards the real user. A user’s travel preferences are
represented by a vector of length 42. We used the Pearson’s r to de-
termine the similarity/dissimilarity of two user’s travel preferences
(the potential options are discussed in Section 2.2).

4.2 Independent variables
We manipulate the following (independent) variables in this study:

Aggregation Strategies. Least+ and Fair+ as modified strategies
as well as Average and Dictatorship as baseline strategies.

Levels of Divergence. In this study we consider two levels of
divergence: high divergence and low divergence. We believe
it is more important to study high divergence cases because
it is more challenging to satisfy all group members when they
have different travel preferences. For the sake of comparability
we also applied strategies on the groups we predicted to have a
low divergence in their preferences and have more similar travel
1https://www.mturk.com, retrieved November 2019.
2https://developer.foursquare.com/, retrieved April 2019
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the task. First, participants see the left page which includes: (A) input fields to ask participant to enter
the names of the imagined group members, (B) the 42 initial POIs to obtain participant’s preferences in the scenario "Single-
day Trip inMunich". Then, participants see the right page which includes: (C) recommended POIs generated by one of the four
strategies, (D) the description of the scenario and the explanations of how the strategy works and ratings of the recommended
POIs given by the participant and other two group members, and (E) questions for evaluating the recommended POIs.

preferences. As explained in Section 4.1.3, we calculated Pearson’s r
between group members within the group. The range of values for
Pearson’s r is between -1.0 to 1.0, where -1.0 indicates the strongest
negative correlation of travel preferences of two users (contrary
preferences) and 1.0 indicates the strongest positive correlation of
travel preferences of two users (similar preferences). We consider
values between [-1, 0) as high divergence and values between (0,
1] as low divergence.

4.3 Dependent variables
Each recommended POIs list was evaluated according to four di-
mensions: perceived individual and group satisfaction, perceived
fairness and user acceptance. For this purpose, each participant
received the following questions on a 7 point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree):

Perceived individual satisfaction: "I’m satisfied with the rec-
ommended places to visit."

Perceived group satisfaction: "I believe the recommended places
to visit are good recommendations for this group."

Perceived fairness: "I believe the recommended places to visit
represent every group members’ interests in the group."

We also asked the users to give us the number of places they
would like to visit from the recommended list, i.e., the user accep-
tance. There is a total number of 6 POIs that we recommend.

User acceptance: "How many places from the recommended
places would you visit?"

Finally, a free-text comment as the last question was provided
for participants to motivate their answers.

4.4 Procedure
We designed an online between-subjects experiment in which par-
ticipants were randomly assigned into a 4 strategies (Least+, Fair+,
Average, and Dictatorship) × 2 levels of divergence (low vs high)
design. We created 8 = 4 × 2 different variations, manipulating
strategies and levels of divergence, and each participant only sees
one variation. This allows us to evaluate the aggregation strategies
in terms of perceived individual and group satisfaction, fairness,
and user acceptance in two different scenarios (low divergence vs
high divergence). The measurement is the same for all 8 variations
as defined in Section 4.3.

The experiment consisted of three steps (see Figure 1):

Step 1: Some of the participants’ individual details were collected,
such as demographics (age, gender), education level, and frequency
of using apps for recommending touristic places.

Step 2: Next, they were asked to imagine the scenario “single-
day trip in Munich” and rate the 42 predefined POIs (see Section
4.1.2). The POIs were augmented by Google Street View for a more
accurate preference rating (see Figure 1 (B)).

Step 3: According to a participant’s initial ratings, for half of the
crowd workers a high divergence group and for the other half a low
divergence group is created (see Section 4.1.3). Next, a list of POIs
is generated, based on all group members’ preferences by applying
randomly one of the four aggregation strategies, namely: Least+
(we apply threshold 2 out of 6 in our experiment), Fair+, Average,
and Dictatorship (we recall here that for the Dictatorship strat-
egy, we always selected one of the other group members’ prefer-
ences rather than the active user). We presented the top 6 POIs
from the generated recommendations since it was a more realistic



length for a one-day touristic visit. The recommended POIs were
presented as a set, and participants were told that, "this set does
not contain any order and can be consumed in any order".

They were presented with explanations of how the strategy
works and what the other two group members’ ratings are. Figure
1 (C, D), illustrates the recommended POIs and its corresponding
explanations. Participants can additionally explore each POI using
Google Street View.

We asked participants to answer a set of survey questions related
to evaluating the recommended POIs in terms of perceived individ-
ual and group satisfaction, perceived fairness, and user acceptance
(see Section 4.3). We also included the following attention check
question: "This is an attention check. Choose Disagree" to exclude
malicious participants. At the end of the survey, participants were
asked to express their opinions regarding the recommended POIs
and recommendation algorithm in an open-ended question (see
Figure 1 (E)).

4.5 Hypotheses
In the following, we refer to perceived fairness, acceptance, indi-
vidual satisfaction, and group satisfaction as F-A-IS-GS to avoid
making hypotheses long and hard to differentiate.

Given the trade-off between the strategies and the level of diver-
gence, we hypothesize that:

• H1) F-A-IS-GS vary across different strategies.
• H2) F-A-IS-GS differ in levels of group preference diver-
gence.

• H3) F-A-IS-GS vary across different strategies and levels of
group preference divergence.

4.6 Statistical analyses
We wanted to determine if there are non-random associations (with
regard to the dependent variables) between eight categorical vari-
ables (in our case four strategies and two levels of divergence).

To test our hypotheses, we applied the Two-way MANOVA test
for between-subjects. Bonferroni correction was applied when mul-
tiple tests were conducted. The required sample size was estimated
to be 200 participants, this was based on the G*Power analysis for
the Two-way MANOVA for between-subjects user studies [9].

5 RESULTS
In this section we describe the results of evaluating four different
preference aggregation strategies to recommend POIs in the context
of groups, in two scenarios, namely high divergence scenarios and
low divergence scenarios.

Participants. We recruited 226 participants from MTurk in De-
cember 2019. All participants are based in the United States and
have overall HIT approval rates of at least 95%. Knowing Munich
was not a pre-requisite for the study. Each participant received $2
as compensation for their time (on average it took 21 minutes of
their time to complete the entire task). We excluded 26 participants
who failed the attention check question from our data analysis.
This resulted in 200 participants (50 per strategy): 38.5% female and
61.5% male. The highest level of education that they held was 29%
a high school diploma or equivalent degree, 57% a bachelor’s, and

29% a master’s degree or higher. Among those, 32.5% use tourism
applications (such as Yelp, or Foursquare) less than once a month,
29% at least every month, 22.5% every week and only 8% never used
one.

Table 6: MANOVA: Wilks Test – it tests the main effect be-
tween the strategies, between the levels of divergence and
the interaction between the strategies and the levels of di-
vergence on the combined dependent variables

Cases df Approx. F Wilks’ Λ Num df Den df p
(Intercept) 1 2255.045 0.022 4 203.000 < .001
strategy 3 2.388 0.872 12 537.379 0.005
divergence 1 2.097 0.960 4 203.000 0.083
strategy * divergence 3 0.558 0.968 12 537.379 0.876
Residuals 200

5.1 H1: F-A-IS-GS vary across different
strategies

There was a statistically significant main effect between strategies
on the combined dependent variables (F = 2.390, p = .005; Wilks’ Λ
= .871) (see Table 6). We did between-subjects effects test (ANOVA)
to investigate further the effect on each dependent variable. Tests
of the four hypotheses (four variables) were conducted using Bon-
ferroni adjusted alpha levels of .0125 per test (.05/4). Following we
discuss its results.

H1.1: in terms of perceived individual satisfaction (IS). The results
showed there is a significant difference in perception of individ-
ual satisfaction between strategies (p < .0125). The post hoc test
showed the three strategies (Least+, Fair+, and Average) have
significantly higher perceived individual satisfaction compared to
the Dictatorship strategy (p < .0125) (see Table 7 for the average
and standard deviation values).

H1.2: in terms of perceived group satisfaction (GS). The results
showed there is a significant difference in perception of group
satisfaction between strategies (p < .0125). We did post hoc test
to see which strategy led to higher group satisfaction. The results
showed that the Fair+ strategy has significantly higher perceived
group satisfaction compared to the Dictatorship strategy (p <
.0125) (see Table 7 for the average and standard deviation values).

H1.3: in terms of perceived fairness (F). There was no significant
difference between the strategies in terms of perceived fairness.

H1.4: in terms of user acceptance (A). There was no significant
difference between the strategies in terms of user acceptance.

5.2 H2: F-A-IS-GS differ in levels of group
preference divergence

There was no statistically significant main effect between different
levels of divergence on the combined dependent variables (F = 2.097,
p = .083; Wilks’ Λ = .960). Therefore, all the sub hypotheses for
each individual variable are rejected accordingly. This result will
be discussed further in Section 5.5.



Table 7: The table shows the average and deviations of the study results for the user perceived individual satisfaction, group
satisfaction, fairness, and acceptance. The three first variables are evaluated by 7 point Likert scale, and acceptance shows how
many POIs among 6 recommended POIs user would accept. The maximum values for the four measured variables are in bold.

Individual Satisfaction Group Satisfaction Fairness Acceptance

Strategy Divergence Mean
(out of 7) Std Mean

(out of 7) Std Mean
(out of 7) Std Mean

(out of 6) Std

Least+
Low 5.73 1.07 5.69 0.85 5.34 1.01 2.85 0.46
High 5.66 1.23 5.46 1.39 5.15 1.61 2.62 0.67
Total 5.69 1.15 5.58 1.16 5.25 1.32 2.73 0.59

Fair+
Low 5.62 1.23 5.76 1.21 5.45 1.27 2.92 0.39
High 5.48 1.32 5.73 1.00 5.27 1.21 2.76 0.63
Total 5.55 1.27 5.75 1.10 5.36 1.23 2.84 0.53

Ave
Low 5.68 0.85 5.78 1.12 5.52 0.79 2.92 0.27
High 5.61 1.30 5.44 1.00 5.28 0.98 2.91 0.28
Total 5.65 1.08 5.60 1.06 5.40 0.89 2.92 0.27

Dict
Low 4.97 1.47 5.10 1.11 5.10 1.32 2.83 0.37
High 4.62 1.72 4.88 1.53 4.85 1.82 2.69 0.55
Total 4.80 1.59 5.11 1.33 4.98 1.57 2.77 0.47

Total
Low 5.48 1.22 5.53 1.36 5.29 1.29 2.74 0.57
High 5.35 1.45 5.48 1.00 5.20 1.29 2.88 0.38
Total 5.41 1.34 5.50 1.19 5.24 1.29 2.81 0.49

5.3 H3: F-A-IS-GS vary across different
strategies and levels of group preference
divergence

There was no statistically significant interaction effect between
strategies and the level of divergence on the combined dependent
variables (F = 0.558, p = .87; Wilks’ Λ = .968). Therefore, accordingly,
all the sub hypotheses for each individual variable are rejected. This
result will be discussed further in Section 5.5.

5.4 Post hoc analysis
All aggregation strategies performed well in terms of all defined
dependent variables. There is a difference between strategy perfor-
mance but the difference is smaller than we expected. We investi-
gated which factors contributed to the surprising results. We par-
ticularly looked at differentiation between strategies, the number
of common items between strategies, and differentiation between
levels of divergence.

5.4.1 Lack of differentiation between strategies. We checkedwhether
we captured the weakness of the applied strategies.

The Least+ strategy did not exclude the most favorite item from
the recommended set. The main weakness of the Least+ strategy
is excluding the highly rated item from the recommended set if
it is below a certain threshold for another group member. The
Least+ strategy excluded the top most favorite item for only 6/50
participants.

The Fair+ strategy did not include the least favorite item in the
recommended set. The Fair+ strategy has a weakness that it may
include a least rated item of a group member if it is a top item of

another group member. We checked how often this happened in
this study, and it only occurred for 4/50 participants.

The Average strategy did not have extreme low ratings or extreme
high ratings. The main weaknesses of the Average strategy is that
it does not consider extreme cases, and it is not an optimal method
when the individual preferences highly diverge because, e.g., ex-
tremely low ratings can be balanced out by extremely high ratings.
As can be seen in Figure 5, our study did not contain very high
divergence groups.

The Dictatorship strategy recommended items that represent all
group members’ preferences and not only the preferences of one mem-
ber. The main weakness of the Dictatorship strategy is that it
only considers and recommends based on one group member’s pref-
erences. Moreover, it is not an optimal method when the individual
preferences are highly divergent. In our set-up, always a member
other than the active user dictates her preferences. In Figure 2 we
show the active user’s ratings for each POI, recommended by each
strategy. The results show that the average ratings of the active user
to the recommended POIs were lower for the Dictatorship strat-
egy, compared to the average values of the other three strategies.
This can also motivate the difference we found between Dictator-
ship and other three strategies in terms of individual and group
satisfaction (both values were lower for the Dictatorship strategy).

5.4.2 Number of common items between strategies was high. To
understand the similar results between the strategies, we checked
to what extent strategies recommended similar or different POIs.
In Figure 3 we see that three-quarters of the total amount of POIs,
namely 30 out of 42, are in common among all four strategies (10



Figure 2: The initial ratings (range [1,6]) of the active user
for the recommended POIs by each strategy.

Figure 3: Number of POIs recommended by none, one, two,
three or all four strategies.

POIs have never been recommended in any strategy and 20 POIs
have been recommended in all 4 strategies). Only 12 POIs have
been recommended either by one, two or three of the strategies.
Besides, we looked at how different was the behavior of strategies.
Figure 4 shows the pairwise comparison of occurrence of each POI
between each pair of strategies. It can be seen that the median of
differences for all pairs of strategies is below three (which is a small
number). It shows that, in general, strategies did not recommend
very different POIs.

5.4.3 Limited differentiation between levels of divergence. We did
not find a significant effect of scenario (high and low divergence
groups) in terms of users’ perceived satisfaction, fairness, and ac-
ceptance. We investigated whether this was due to a lack of differ-
entiation between these groups.

Figure 5 shows the box plot of Pearson’s r values of a user-user
pair in a group (two values per group, active user vs acquaintance
1 and active user vs acquaintance 2).

As can be seen in the Figure, there is a differentiation between
high and low divergence groups. However, the median correlation
for groups with high divergence is not very low (around -0.12),
meaning that, overall, we did not have very strong divergence
groups.

Figure 4: Pairwise comparison of frequency of occurrence
of all 42 predefined POIs between strategies: Least+ vs Fair+,
Least+ vs Average, Least+ vs Dictatorship, Fair+ vs Average,
Fair+ vs Dictatorship, Average vs Dictatorship.

Figure 5: The distribution of similarity of travel preferences
between users (active user and two non-active users) in high
divergence groups and low divergence groups. The similar-
ity is computed using Pearson’s r. In our experiments, the
similarity of travel preference for high divergence groups is
between [-0.40, 0] and for low divergence groups is between
[0, 0.75].

Rather than ensuring divergence on the candidate POIs in the
user profiles, we could have enforced diversity in the resulting
recommendation list. For example, using a metric such as Intra List
Distance (ILD) [27, 28].

However, it can be the case that having a very high divergence
is an artificial scenario, especially in the tourism domain where
recommended POI are often popular (and liked by many group
members). We could have used completely synthetic data where
we fixed the divergence levels, but this would decrease ecological
validity.



5.5 Discussion
Despite the differences in Least+, Fair+, and Average, both the
perceived individual and group satisfaction is comparable and high
for all three strategies. However, these three strategies have sig-
nificantly higher individual and group satisfaction compared to
the Dictatorship strategy. Some user comments indicated that
they are not fully satisfied with the recommended set because it
only considered one person’s preferences (boss’s preferences) in
the group.

This can be interpreted as follows: people are more sensitive
when the strategy represents the preferences of one member in the
group and does not consider other members.

Given the similar results for the strategies and scenarios, we
identified in post-hoc analysis that the following factors may have
contributed to our results.

Lack of differentiation between strategies. Given that the weak-
nesses of the different strategies did not happen often, they were
all given high ratings.

Number of common items between strategies was high. Given that
the strategies often recommended the same POIs, it might be not
so important which strategy one applies, although this is likely to
depend on rating distributions, domain, among others.

Lack of differentiation between two levels of divergence.While the
two levels of divergence were distinct, this difference could have
been stronger.

5.5.1 Limitations. The online experiment used real POIs and user
data, which allowed us to have a more realistic scenario, especially
by using street view in a European city. On the other hand, using
previous ratings constrained our ability to emphasize the differences
in scenarios or strategies as might be done in a controlled (but
possibly implausible) setting.

Our study only measured the evaluation of one member in a
group, when the dictator was someone else in the group, and some-
one they respected.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this section, we highlight the final conclusions and plans for
future studies.

6.1 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a user evaluation of four different ex-
plainable aggregation strategies, namely Least+, Fair+, Average,
and Dictatorship, in two scenarios (groups with different prefer-
ences versus groups with similar preferences) in the tourism domain.
We found a significant difference between algorithms in terms of
the combined variables (perceived individual and group satisfac-
tion, fairness and acceptance). Further analysis showed a difference
between the Dictatorship strategy and the other three strategies
in terms of both user perceived individual and group satisfaction.
User comments suggest that our participants were sensitive to the
dictator-based strategy which (comparatively, negatively) affected
their satisfaction on their own behalf, as well as on behalf of the
group.

We also saw that all strategies performed well in terms of both
individual and group satisfaction. This suggests that at least in this

setting and domain, they may all be suitable for group recommen-
dations.

6.2 Future directions
This work has also highlighted a number of exciting avenues for
future research.

Effects of level of divergence. Surprisingly, we did not find an
effect of scenario (whether group members have different versus
similar preferences). This may be due to a constraint in terms of
the divergence in the data sample used. Further work is required to
investigate whether this is inherent to groups who make decisions
together, the tourism domain, or this specific dataset.

Effects of aggregation strategies. In addition to the points we
mentioned in the paper, there can be other reasons for explaining
the individual satisfaction or dissatisfaction regarding the recom-
mended POIs. For the next stage, we plan to take inspiration from
the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [7] and its extended mod-
els, in order to better understand the user responses (e.g., integrating
group dynamics such as relationship type within the group, group
composition (e.g. minority vs majority, etc.), and more general ones,
such as recommendation diversity [23], user’s attitudes [23], among
others). Our study only measured the evaluation of one member
in a group, when the dictator was someone else in the group, and
someone they respected. Further work is planned to evaluate the
effect of satisfaction of recommendations given by a Dictatorship
strategy for different members in a group (e.g., based on profile
similarity or their relationship).

Generalizability. To better understand the generalizability of our
results we will study the effect in real groups, as well as conduct
studies in a different domain (music).

Explainable aggregation strategies. The fact that these simple
strategies are effective creates a foundation for further research on
explainable group recommendations. For example, an explanation
for the Fair+ strategy could be as follows: “The system detected
you might not like the recommended Van Gogh museum but it is
the museum that Bob prefers the most. You made your choice in
the previous round, now it’s Bob’s turn to pick! Would you like to
reconsider?”

In addition to the aggregation strategies evaluated in this study,
there are other alternative strategies that could be explored. For
instance, Carvalho and Macedo [5] introduced game theory into
group recommendation and transformed the recommendation prob-
lem into finding the Nash equilibrium. There was no empirical
evaluation of these methods with people in the groups and no ex-
planation has been designed yet. It needs more exploration in the
future.
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